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Tulevaisuudessa yksityisautoilun ja joukkoliikenteen sähköistyminen tulevat 

kuormittamaan olemassa olevaa sähkön jakeluverkkoa. LVDC sähkönjakelun etuna on 

suurempi tehonsiirtokapasiteetti olemassa olevien LVAC linjojen kautta ja kyky toimittaa 

korkealaatuista sähköä loppukäyttäjille. Koska toiminnassa olevia järjestelmiä on vähän, 

on tärkeä tarkastella eri tutkimusmetodeja latausasemien ympäröiviin sähköverkkoihin 

aiheuttamista vaikutuksista. 

Tässä työssä korkeatehoisen pikalatauksen verkkovaikutuksia tutkitaan TUAMK:n uuden 

energian laboratoriossa sijaitsevalla HIL laitteistolla. Tuloksia vertaillaan Simulink ja HIL 

mallien välillä, jotta voidaan arvioida testien toteutettavuutta pienennetyssä mittakaavassa 

ja esitellään esimerkkejä latauksen aiheuttamista vaikutuksista eri vahvuisiin verkkoihin. 
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The future electrification of private motoring and public transportation will place stress on 

the existing electricity distribution network. LVDC method of distribution has the 

advantage of having higher power transmission capacity through existing LVAC lines and 

being able to deliver better quality electricity to end users. Because of the scarcity of 

existing systems available for examination, it is important to research different methods 

for evaluating the effects that a charging station has on the surrounding network. 

In this thesis the effects of high-power fast charging are examined through HIL test system 

constructed at TUAS new energy lab in Turku. The results are then compared between 

Simulink and HIL models to estimate the feasibility of using downscaled hardware 

simulation in grid effect analysis and provide examples of the effects of charger connection 

to grids of different strengths. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

Latin alphabet 

 

a  Year 

C  Capacitance 

f  Frequency 

F  Farad 

H Henry 

I  RMS current 

L  Inductance 

N Neutral connection 

R  Resistance 

S  Nominal power 

U Voltage 

V Volt 

X Reactance 

Y Star connection (transformer) 

 

Greek alphabet 

 

Ω Ohm 

Σ  Sum total 

ω  Angular velocity 

 

Subscripts 

 

ac Alternating current 

c  Converter 

d  Damping 

dc Direct current 



 

 

f  Filter 

g  Grid 

i  Current 

N Nominal 

ref Reference 

res Resonance 

sw Switching 

u  Voltage 

 

Abbreviations 

 

AC Alternating current 

AFE Active front end 

avg Average 

BESS Battery energy storage system 

CACB Common AC Bus 

DC Direct current 

dq Direct-Quadrature 

EV Electric vehicle 

FFT Fast Fourier Transform 

HIL Hardware-In-Loop 

Hz Hertz 

IGBT Insulated-gate bipolar transistor 

kW Kilowatt 

LV Low voltage 

LVAC Low voltage alternating current 

LVDC Low voltage direct current 

min Minute 

MV Medium voltage 

MVA Mega volt-ampere 

NPS Neutral point clamped 

PCC Point of common coupling 



 

 

PI Proportional Integral 

PWM Pulse Width Modulation 

RAF Ripple attenuation factor 

SCR Short circuit ratio 

SOC State of charge 

THD Total harmonic distortion 

TUAS Turku University of Applied Sciences 

VSC Voltage source converter 
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1 Introduction 

 

The need for environmentally sustainable solutions in private motoring and mass transit is 

driving a vast increase in development and use of electric vehicles. EV integration on a 

large scale may degrade power quality and places stress on existing networks. Budget 

constraints don’t allow for whole networks and transfer lines to be replaced, so to meet the 

challenge of higher power demands, alternative solutions must be examined. This thesis 

summarizes the properties of low voltage DC (LVDC) as an alternative for traditional AC 

distribution systems, their ability to enable transfer of higher power through the existing 

low voltage AC (LVAC) lines and improve economic performance of low voltage power 

distribution. Introduction of power electronics and nonlinear loads affect the power quality 

so systematic testing needs to be done to study the effects that an implementation of high-

powered chargers may have on the grid. 

 

The methods for simulating electrical systems have varied over the years. The need of 

constructing elaborate hardware setups for downscaled laboratory testing of electrical 

systems has been decreased with access to sophisticated simulation software and increased 

computing power. This means that evaluation of complex systems is usually done through 

simulation based on mathematical representation of the system components. In contrast to 

software simulation, a Hardware-In-Loop setup has the advantage of connecting to an 

existing utility grid if the interest is to monitor the phenomenon that take place at the point 

of common coupling of the system. Both simulation methods have their own benefits and 

drawbacks. In hardware environment the expected challenge is to compensate for the 

downscaling of the components to represent a realistic power scale of the charger against 

the connected grid. In software simulation, striving for accurate models increases the 

overall complexity of the model increasing the strain on CPUs, which often leads to a 

tradeoff in detail depending on the desired measurements and time scale. Gathering 

measurement data from multiple points in the system, is also a memory taxing process, 

which makes HIL setup more suitable option for simulations on longer periods of time. 
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The motivation of this thesis is to obtain data with both simulation methods and compare 

the results to assess the reliability of the measurements and outline the challenges that may 

arise during testing, as well as present how the differences in grid strength affect the power 

quality. Tests are conducted by altering the short circuit power at the point where grid 

connects to the LVDC charger system. Simulations are done on comparable charging 

scenarios in different DC voltage topologies. One set of test runs is done on unipolar, single 

charger setup correspondent of the laboratory hardware to be able to compare the results 

between data obtained from both systems. An additional software simulation is done on 

bipolar network with multiple chargers to compare the possible differences resulting from 

change of topologies and addition of more chargers to a charging station. The data is 

gathered from the point of common coupling where the power quality would influence 

other end users. 
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2 LVDC Networks 

 

LVDC distribution can be thought of as a revision of Edison’s DC system, made possible 

by the evolution of modern power electronics. DC voltage is generated by an earth isolated 

converter between utility grid and LVDC network. The system can be implemented using 

the power lines of the existing LVAC network to transfer more power from the MV 

network, while maintaining higher control. The concept aims to provide lower cost for 

electricity distribution and supply better quality voltage for customers. End customers can 

connect either through a step-down converter, AC inverter or directly to DC bus. DC 

system also provides an easily controllable connection for renewable energy sources for 

small scale generation or individual battery energy storage systems (BESS) to be used as 

storage or as voltage support in high load scenarios. Overview of possible LVDC structures 

with different end-user connection types is illustrated in Fig. (2.1) [1]. 

 

 

Fig. 2.1, Overview of LVDC structures 
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The chosen topology is a tradeoff set by the limitations of the system components. Unipolar 

being the simplest, facilitating the need for only two-winding transformer and two-level 

converter with simpler six pulse control. Voltage rating of the components in a single 

converter limit the transferred power however, so in order to supply a larger network, DC 

voltage level needs to be increased with either single three-level converter or two two-level 

converters. Three-level converter works with two-winding transformer similar to two-level 

one, but it needs a more complex control scheme. The smaller range of available 

commercial solutions must also be considered. Bipolar network with two two-level 

converters, supplied by three-winding transformer is deemed as a favorable set-up for 

further examination [2]. In addition to having a simpler control, the bipolar network also 

has the additional benefit of having two separate voltage supplies for more reliable 

transmission in case of a component failure. This should be taken into account since there 

is no sufficient long-term data of the durability and reliability of different components in 

a distribution network environment. 

 

In theory, the transmission capacity in a ±750 VDC bipolar network is 16 times higher (30 

times higher in unipolar 1500 VDC) than a 3-phase 400 VAC network is able to transmit 

as seen in fig. 2.2 [2]. This doesn’t take the cost-effective component sizing into account 

which will inevitably lead to an additional 5–15 % drop in the voltage levels. 

 

 

Fig. 2.2: Comparison between transmission capacities of Unipolar (1500 V) and bipolar 

(±750 V) LVDC and LVAC lines [2] 
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While EN offers a variety of standards concerning safety requirements in DC distribution 

systems, specialized national LVDC standards are yet to be published. SFS 6000-1 gives 

the maximum nominal voltages as 1500 VDC (pole-to-pole) in a two-conductor unipolar 

system and ±750 VDC (pole-to-N) in three-conductor bipolar system. The effective limit 

for voltage drop is dictated by the converter input capacitors. To maintain dynamic 

stability, the voltage drop must stay below 35 %. Another limit to be considered is the 

minimum DC voltage (565 V) still able to maintain steady three phase 400 VAC supply 

for end users lowering the maximum voltage drop to 25 %. [2] 
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3 High power fast charging 

 

The need for fast charging of EV mass transit in the future depends largely on the design 

of fleet and structure of the operating lines. Likely scenario is to employ certain hybrid 

models which combine fast charging, where EVs are equipped with a battery capacity sized 

specifically to the lines they are operating, and EVs with larger capacities, able to operate 

throughout the shift without the need for recharging [29]. 

From grid standpoint, the research focus should be placed in the opportunity charging as 

it is done with higher peak power and as such places the largest stress on the grid compared 

to overnight slow charging where smart charging solutions can be applied more effectively 

to limit the maximum current peaks. 

 

3.1 Charging station set up 

 

European Automobile Manufacturers Association has set recommendations for bus 

manufacturers about the installation of connector rails to ensure interoperability with 

pantographs that have to comply to different standards [3]. These pantographs (Fig. 3.1) 

enable charging powers up to 350-400 kW for a single unit [4]. 

 

 

Fig. 3.1: Example of a pole mounted pantograph which connects to rails mounted on the 

vehicle at Turku airport 

 

With the possibility to set up as many units to a charging station as needed, the station 

maximum power is limited in most cases only by the grid constraints and the maximum 
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required power of a single unit by the vehicle batteries themselves. Charging power used 

in the simulations of this thesis is limited at 300 kW as a direct 100:1 upscale of the 3 kW 

load implemented in TUAS HIL emulator. 

 

3.2 Fleet description and behavior 

 

Example of fleet behavior can be given from Turku Airport-harbour bus line. The line 

consists of six electrical buses that travel the 13 km line with opportunity charging station 

at both ends of the line. The charging takes place for 3-4 minutes, every 20 minutes at the 

power of 300 kW on both stations. In chapter 7 the fleet is sized to have four simultaneous 

charging events to study the differences of multiple chargers against one with equal relative 

grid strengths. 
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4 Modelling of the network and its components 

 

Even if the system being simulated is not a detailed model of a specific existing network, 

the design should always adhere to same mathematical principles. The methodology 

behind the dimensioning of components and system layout is described in this chapter. 

The software simulation is done using Matlab R2021a with Simulink version 10.3. The 

installed add-ons used are Simscape version 7.5 and Simscape Electrical version 5.1. The 

model is implemented using the blocks from Simscape library. The added benefit is that 

this makes the base model easier to expand and modify in order to more accurately 

represent specific systems for later studies if needed. 

 

4.1 Topology 

 

Voltage limits of the components place restrictions on the choice of commercially 

available inverters. The choice of configuration for DC network is made between unipolar 

and bipolar (or multipolar). Where unipolar system features two lines (negative and 

positive) and as such has one available voltage level, the bipolar system offers different 

connection methods for loads between three lines (negative, positive, neutral). Bipolar 

system offers advantages over the unipolar as the loads can be connected in several ways 

between available voltage levels. Large load imbalance, such as in the case of high-power 

EV chargers, can lead to a voltage instability of the DC network. 

 

4.2 Three phase grid converters 

 

There are variety of ways to rectify AC voltage for LVDC system. Possible methods of 

implementation for converter components include diode bridges, thyristors or IGBTs. A 

simple and a cost-effective way is to use a diode bridge which has a high efficiency. It 

cannot be controlled however, so in order to achieve desired DC voltage level, the 

transformer voltage supplying the converter needs to be sized specifically according to the 

LVDC level, which could be problematic if there are 400 VAC customers connecting to 
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the point of common coupling (PCC). Diodes also produce harmonics into the system. 

Adding multiple rectifiers can reduce the harmonics but lead to increased costs of the 

converter. Alternatively, the passive bridge can be replaced with an active, which uses 

electronically controllable semiconductors that enable the modulation of the output voltage 

and power factor. This “active front end” monitors the input current waveform and 

modifies it closer to sinusoidal, reducing the lower order harmonic distortion. The active 

rectifier type depends on the need of bidirectional power transfer as these solutions differ 

in cost. If the system only needs to support unidirectional power flow, a Vienna rectifier 

can be implemented. For enabling power transfer in both directions (generation on LVDC 

side), an IGBT voltage source converter (VSC) is needed. In VSCs the output voltage, 

current and the direction of the power are fully controllable, and they enable reactive power 

compensation. This also means that dips in the AC supply voltage don’t affect the 

operation of the LVDC system to a certain point. Unipolar system can be supplied with 

six-pulse controlled, two-level VSC (Fig. 4.1) [5]. 

 

 

Fig. 4.1, Two level VSC 

 

Bipolar system requires either 12-pulse, three-level topology (Fig. 4.2, a) or 12-pulse 

control of two separate two-level converters connected to two secondary windings of the 

transformer (Fig. 4.2, b) [5][6]. 
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(a)   (b) 

Fig. 4.2, a: Supply with one three-level NPC VSC converter, b: supply with two VSCs 

 

TUAS HIL emulator’s AC/DC conversion is realized with active switching, so to produce 

comparable results, the simulation is also run solely with actively switched converters. 

Case study of the bipolar system in this thesis is supplied by two grid converters. The 

control system used for the rectifiers is a cascaded control in dq-frame coupled with sine-

triangle PWM generator that sends control pulses at switching frequency to switches of 

the rectifier in order to maintain steady DC voltage (Figure 4.3) [7]. 

 

 

Fig. 4.3, Voltage oriented control using PI controllers; reference signals marked with * 

 

Studies are available in literature where the advantages, drawbacks, and properties of 

different converter technologies are described in detail [2]. These are not expanded upon 

in this thesis. Simscape library provides blocks that enable the selection of the switching 
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components. If the focus is not to study losses occurring of the converter itself, it is 

recommended to use ideal switching devices instead. 

 

4.3 Harmonic distortion and design of grid filter 

 

With the increased use of power electronics and non-linear loads, the reduction of 

harmonics in grid connected systems has become more important. Harmonics affect the 

power quality by distorting the current and voltage waveforms and it has a significant 

impact on the efficiency of the system. Harmonics are measured by THD of voltage and 

current defined in equations 4.1 and 4.2 respectively [8]. 

 

𝑇𝐻𝐷𝑖 =
√∑ 𝐼𝑛

2𝑁

𝑛=2

𝐼1
∙ 100%   (4.1) 

 

𝑇𝐻𝐷𝑢 =
√∑ 𝑈𝑛

2𝑁

𝑛=2

𝑈1
∙ 100%   (4.2) 

 

Active switching generates higher order harmonics on the multiples of the switching 

frequency which must be addressed in LVDC system. Passive LCL filters are specifically 

designed to reduce harmonics of current absorbed by converters. They have become 

popular filtering method for their characteristics above their resonance frequency in high 

power systems where increasing power losses place a limit on switching frequency [8]. 

There are multiple methods in literature for calculating the values of LCL-filter’s 

components. Usual method is to first choose the converter-side inductance (𝐿c) which 

limits the inverter side ripple current, followed by grid side inductance (𝐿g) and filter 

capacitors (𝐶f) which act together as a second order low pass filter and attenuate the current 

harmonics coming from inverter side. One possible method of obtaining the values is 

described in equations 4.3-4.5 [9][10][11], 
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𝐿c =

𝑈grid
2 ∙ √

𝜋2

18 ∙ (
3
2 −

4 ∙ √3
𝜋 ∙ 𝑚a +

9
8 ∙ 𝑚a

2)

𝑆rated ∙ 𝑇𝐻𝐷 ∙ 2𝜋𝑓sw
𝐻 

(4.3) 

 

𝐶f ≤
0,05 ∙ 𝑆rated

2𝜋 ∙ 𝑓grid ∙ 𝑈grid
2 𝐹 (4.4) 

 

𝐿g =
𝑅𝐴𝐹 + 1

𝑅𝐴𝐹 ∙ 𝐶f ∙ 2𝜋𝑓sw
𝐻 (4.5) 

 

where 𝑈grid is the line-to-line AC voltage at PCC and 𝑆rated the rated capacity of the 

charging station. The values depend upon grid frequency 𝑓grid, switching frequency 𝑓sw, 

set THD range (10-30 %), ripple attenuation factor (RAF) and converter modulation index 

(𝑚a). To mitigate power oscillations, dampening resistors are added according to equation 

4.6. 

 

𝑅d =
1

3 ∙ 𝐶f ∙ 𝜔res
Ω (4.6) 

 

LCL filter has a resonance frequency that must be taken into account. It should be within 

the limits of 10 ∙ 𝑓grid < 𝑓res < 0,5 ∙ 𝑓sw [9] and it can be obtained with equation 4.7. The 

angular frequency 𝜔res in equation 4.6 is calculated with 𝑓res. 

 

𝑓res =
1

2𝜋
∙ √

𝐿c + 𝐿g

𝐿c ∙ 𝐿g ∙ 𝐶f
𝐻𝑧 (4.7) 

 

There are technical constraints including limits on total inductance, physical size of 

capacitors and allowable ripple currents when designing a practical filter which are not 

examined here. 
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It should be noted that the point of interest in this context is the fluctuation in THD levels 

rather than minimizing it, so rather than seeking optimal filter values, the emphasis is 

placed on keeping the dimensioning consistent throughout the testing. 

 

4.4 DC Bus capacitor 

 

To maintain proper stability of the DC bus voltage, a capacitance needs to be added to 

dampen the DC voltage ripple. IEC60364 states maximum allowed ripple as 10 %. There 

are differing methods to determine the capacitor size depending on where the equations 

are derived from. One possible selection of the capacitors is according to  

 

𝐶 =
𝑃ac−grid

2√3𝜔𝑢dc∆𝑢dc
 (4.8) 

 

where 𝑃ac−grid is the rated power of the grid, 𝑢dc is the average DC voltage and the ∆𝑢dc 

is the allowed DC voltage ripple [12]. Similar result can be obtained through synchronous 

voltage and current components which leads to 

 

𝐶 =
𝑃load

2𝑢dc∆𝑢dc
 (4.9) 

 

where 𝑃load signifies the capacity of the charging station. These methods lead to relatively 

high capacitances of 199 µF/kW in a 750 VDC system as presented by Karlsson [13]. If 

cost effective component selection is not the focus of the study, the capacitance should be 

selected directly according to damping requirements. It should be noted that with ideal 

cables without any impedance, the transfer function is the same for both one- and two-

converter systems and these dimensioning methods can be used interchangeably. 
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4.5 MV/LV Transformer 

 

LVDC network is connected to MV grid through a transformer. Bipolar LVDC topology 

with two converters, requires a transformer with two secondary windings. Ideally the 

LVAC level on secondary side should match the level that an inverter bridge needs to 

produce the required LVDC voltage to lower the need for modulation. If the system is 

modeled after a specific grid, the nominal values of the transformer should be obtained 

from the utility company for accurate modeling. The properties of twelve pulse rectifiers 

leads to generation of harmonics on the AC side which means the transformer may need 

to be oversized. In concept scenarios, where the focus is not on the effects of the 

transformer on the power quality, it is recommended to oversize the transformer’s nominal 

power, so it will not become a limiting factor in the measurements. In twelve pulse control 

schemes, the secondary windings need to be at wye/delta configuration with a 30-degree 

phase shift. [2] 

In first part of the simulations, the grid is examined from PCC at LV side and the short 

circuit power is fed directly to this point, which removes the need of transformer in the 

unipolar simulation model altogether. 

 

4.6 EV Batteries 

 

EV bus Volvo 7900, used as an example, houses coolant cooled and heated, temperature-

controlled Li-Ion batteries [14]. All Simscape battery models are built according to battery 

equivalent circuit model (Fig. 4.4) 
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Fig 4.4, battery equivalent circuit model [15] 

 

so there is no need to construct it separately. For specific representation, exact battery 

values should be obtained from the manufacturer. There are also guidelines in research 

literature for equivalent modeling if such data is not available [16]. 

The battery charging can be directed with either constant voltage or constant current 

strategy illustrated on Fig. 4.5, where 𝐼bat
ref  and 𝑉bat

ref are the desired current and voltage 

reference levels that the charging is intended to take place in. 

 

 

Fig. 4.5, Constant current control (a), Constant voltage control (b) [15] 

 

Commercial applications usually change charging modes between the two. Constant 

current strategy is used to avoid high current peaks when the load is connected to the DC 
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bus. This is called stage one, and it can be run up to 80-95 % SOC in two stage charging 

pattern [17]. 

If there is no intention to simulate the battery behavior with different charge levels, it is 

recommended to set the SOC between 30-50 %. This ensures the battery stays in a stage 

where the reference charging current can be kept the same. In this thesis, a single stage, 

constant current control is used on every simulation. 

 

4.7 Connectors 

 

In this thesis the effect of transmission lines is not investigated. If the simulation model 

represents a specific network, it is recommended to include all the connectors on both AC 

and DC side as accurately as possible for realistic depiction. Data sheets for transmission 

cables are easily accessible and references on the impact of cable impedances can be found 

in literature to give guidelines to exact limit inductances for dynamic stability of the 

converter control [18]. It should be noted however that on MV and LV systems, where the 

length of connections stays relatively small, the changes in electrical properties of wiring 

don’t have a significant impact on results [19]. 
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5 Effects on AC grid 

 

To provide a comparative analysis of the effects a charging station has on the connected 

grid, a set measuring point is selected between secondary windings of the transformer and 

LCL filter of the converter. This is also treated as the PCC and it provides the possibility 

of not including a transformer to the simulations if it’s effects are not a point of interest. 

 

5.1 Grid strength 

 

To evaluate the strength of the grid in a given point, the values for short circuit ratio (SCR) 

and X/R ratio at a chosen PCC are needed. For an industrial or commercial power systems, 

these values are provided by the utility company [20]. SCR calculation is used in screening 

of weak grids near power electronic converters. It is defined as the ratio between the short 

circuit power of the grid and rated power of the connected load, 

𝑆𝐶𝑅 =
𝑆ac
𝑃dc,N

 (5.1) 

 

where 𝑆𝑎𝑐 is the short circuit power and 𝑃dc,N is the rated power of the DC bus. There are 

varying definitions of grid strength in different instances, where grids with SCR > 3 can 

be considered strong in some cases [21]. For testing purposes SCR should be placed as 

high as 30-50 to ensure the proper demonstration of different grid effects in high load 

situations. SCR also enables the comparison between downscaled environment and true 

scale simulation as the ratio between short circuit power and load is kept the same. 

Another key component in short circuit calculations is to determine the total impedance of 

the source to the point of refence in question. The X/R ratio of the system is the ratio 

between reactance X and resistance R at the interface point of a grid and local system 

(PCC). X/R Values for specific systems are also provided by the utility companies. 

Determining the total impedance can be a complex process as there are many impedances 

that must be added together, and accurate measurements for different values are needed. 

For this, IEEE provides impedance data tables for determining the ratios. The grid X/R is 
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often set between 12-15, which is roughly double the amount of table value for MV/LV 

three-phase transformer X/R at 1 MVA [22]. 

 

5.2 Key figures in grid quality measurement 

 

Requirements for power quality in Finland are dictated by the electrical market laws. 

Registered association of energy industry has compiled the set values based on SFS-EN 

50160 standard concerning the power quality in MV/LV grids [23]. In addition to 

stoppages in distribution, the standard defines eleven properties of voltage quality 

(frequency, amplitude, voltage level fluctuation, transients and fast transients, symmetry, 

signal voltages, voltage gaps and harmonic/non-harmonic/operating frequency distortion). 

The ones examined here are amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage, harmonics, and frequency. 

The limits as per standard are given in table 5.1 where 𝑈c is the rms value of the grid line-

to-line voltage. 

 

Table 5.1: Set limits on grid quality 

 

 

Connection of larger loads may also cause fast changing local voltage drops larger than 

the fast transient amplitude limits. If these drops are in excess of 10% of 𝑈c (normalized 

within 0,01 s – 3 min), the SFS-EN 50160 standard refers to them as voltage gaps. The set 

limits concerning all fast transient voltages are only indicative and as such are not 

considered to be binding interpretations of the law. 

  

Value Limits Time

Frequency 50 Hz ± 1 % (49,5 - 50,5 Hz) 99,5 % /a

Amplitude (avg)
MV: Uc ± 15% (17 - 23 kV)      

LV: Un +10/-15 % (253 - 195,5 V)
100 % of 10 min avg

Amplitude (fast transient)
MV: Uc ± 4 % (19,2 - 20,8 kV)     

LV: Un ± 5 % (218,5 - 241,5 V)

THD ≤ 8 % of Uc (first 40 harmonics) 95 % of 10 min avg
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6 HIL and software testing 

 

There are cases where large-scale testing is not possible due to the lack of existing systems 

or the risk it would pose to components and delivery. HIL testing can be used for verifying 

the stability, operation, and software simulation results in a downscaled real-time 

environment. 

 

6.1 Equipment 

 

The TUAS emulator uses industrial Vacon 3 kW converter operating as an active front end 

and it includes an LCL filter. The converter provides the LVDC voltage of 750 V to DC 

bus and is supplied directly from the LV 3-phase grid. Second software controlled AFE 3 

kW load connects to DC bus and acts as the EV charger. It can either be charged or 

discharged back to the DC bus. In this context, it represents a 1:100 downscaled model of 

300 kW EV charging station. Since the system is supplied directly from a three-phase 

socket it is not possible to make grid measurements from the MV side of the transformer 

and so all measurements concerning the grid are taken directly before the input of the 

emulator. Fig. 6.1 shows the entire set up of the emulator and figure 6.2 outlines the 

unipolar topology of the system and shows the chosen PCC used as measuring point on 

the grid side of the LCL filter. 
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Fig. 6.1 test setup 

 

 

Fig. 6.2, Topology of the downscaled TUAS energy hub emulator 

 

All the data was extracted with PQ Box network analyzer [24] connected to the point seen 

in fig. 6.1 and analyzed with Win PQ Mobile software. 

 

6.2 Measurements 
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The strength of the grid was determined from a point directly before the front-end 

converter by measuring the short circuit currents (L-N) and calculating the resulting SCR. 

The grid connection was then weakened by adding inductance between the grid socket and 

converter. The resulting SCRs were calculated as seen in table 6.1. 

 

Table 6.1, Measured SCR at the PCC 

 

 

It can be seen from the table that it is difficult to bring SCR down enough to properly 

represent a weak grid when using downscaled equipment with a strong grid connection by 

adding inductance between the grid and PCC. Possible workaround would be using a 

control transformer or resorting to a separate grid emulator if there is access to one. The 

use of emulator would require detailed data to simulate proper grid behavior and it needs 

a different method to determine the grid strength, as short circuit currents measured from 

the emulator output may be invalidated by its inbuild safety features. The added inductance 

is only intended to compensate for the downscaling and the simulation of transmission 

lines must be considered separately. 

The monitored grid measurements were voltage THD, voltage drop and frequency 

deviation. Example of one test run is shown in Fig 6.2 with signal as function of time. 

 

Added Inductance [mH ] SCR

0 150

1 84

2,5 57

3,5 39

6 26

8,5 20
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Fig. 6.2, Frequency deviation, Voltage drop, current, THD, Grid currents on a chosen 

time frame 

 

Transient overcurrents at load connection were measured (example in Fig. 6.3) with all 

inductances 

 

 

Fig. 6.3, Grid current transient when connecting load with SCR of 20 

 

but there was no observable progression in the overshoot with available SCR values as 

illustrated in Fig. 6.1. 
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Fig. 6.1, Current transient at PCC when the load is connected 

 

When the active front end converter is turned on, the system components draw power from 

the grid before the connection of the battery load. This is seen in Fig. 6.2 and 6.3 as being 

relatively high in relation to actual charging current. Therefore, the voltage drop at PCC is 

compared to the level when converter is turned on. 

A simplified Simulink model was constructed with the same layout to run simulations in 

true-scale values with corresponding SCRs fed directly to PCC. Test values for both 

methods are shown in table 6.2. 

 

Table 6.2, Test setup values 

 

 

6.2.1 Voltage at PCC 

 

The resulting voltage drop at PCC was observed to have slight difference in magnitude, 

but the simulation produced an adequate progression compared to the values obtained with 

HIL test as seen in Figure 6.2. 

1,10

1,10

1,11

1,11

1,12

150 84 57 39 26 20

Max. transient 
overcurrent (pu)

SCR

Value HIL Simulink

Charging power [kW ] 3 300

Battery capacity [kWh ] 0,55 375

Battery nominal voltage [V ] 480 600

VSC switching frequency [kHz ] 3,6 3,6

AC voltage [V , line-to-line] 400 400

DC Bus voltage [V ] 750 750
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Fig. 6.2, Voltage drop comparison of two test methods at PCC 

 

Software simulation was then run through lower SCR values that could not be achieved 

with downscaled hardware. Figure 6.3 illustrates the development of voltage drop 

including SCR values from 3 to 20. 

 

 

Fig. 6.3, Software simulated voltage drop at PCC as a function of SCR 
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At around SCR 10, the system is observed to show the beginning of sharper decline in 

voltage level. Lower bound is reached at SCR 3, when voltage is seen to drop below the 

allowed value of -15 % and the total power to the charger begins to degrade. 

 

6.2.2 Failure scenario 

 

There is a notable difference in behavior between the function of converters of HIL 

simulation and software simulation. Software simulation works by degrading the total 

power to the charger in case the converter cannot supply the load with sufficient current 

while HIL emulator initiates a complete shutdown of the converter. To observe the failure 

scenario of the converter, an additional test was done by feeding the LVDC system with 

Regatron ACS 50 grid simulator. The input current was limited with software control down 

to 7 A to observe the effects of voltage and current on the grid side. Fig 6.4 shows the 

transient behavior of the voltage and current during the shutdown and the subsequent 

recovering. 

 

 

Fig. 6.4, Voltage and current waveforms before and after the tripping of the breaker 
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6.2.3 Voltage balance 

 

Unipolar system was observed to be stable in regard to voltage balance throughout the test 

cycle. Connection of the charger was not shown to yield any significant impact to AC line-

to-line voltage level imbalances at PCC as can be seen in Fig. 6.5, 

 

 

Fig. 6.5, Variation in line-to-line voltage levels 

 

as the variation in voltage levels does not depend on the load of DC bus. Similar results 

can be observed from the voltage measurements taken from the charging station Turku 

airport that are shown in Fig. 6.6. 

 

 

Fig. 6.6, EV charging effect on LVAC voltage measured from Turku Airport charging 

station 
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These measurements taken from the charger at Turku airport show mean voltage drops of 

< 1 %, suggesting the grid connection to be fairly strong and indicating the efficiency of 

properly designed commercial chargers from grid stress standpoint. 

 

6.2.4 THD 

 

Simulation measurements focused on the THD of the voltage as the SFS 6000 doesn’t give 

recommendations or set limits on current harmonics and the voltage harmonics can be 

considered as a result of the current. With HIL, the THD was measured from both current 

and voltage at PCC to plot the harmonic contents by order. 

Figure 6.6 shows the THD to have a progression, doubling in value over the decrease in 

grid strength. The peak values, displayed in weakest grids, still stay well within < 8 % 

supporting the observations of LVDC system’s robustness in regard to THD levels in other 

research publications [25] [26]. 

 

 

Fig. 6.6, comparison of voltage THD measured from both test methods 
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It must be noted that while the added line inductance weakens the grid at PCC, the 

increased overall grid impedance is also more effective in dampening of the lower order 

current distortion than the relatively low inductance of the LCL filter itself [26]. This can 

be observed as the reverse behavior of the voltage THD in hardware simulation. 

In figures 7.6 and 6.8, the harmonic content, obtained from HIL measurements is broken 

down by orders. 

 

 

Fig. 6.7, Current harmonic content at SCR 20 

 

 

Fig. 6.8, Voltage harmonic content at SCR 20 

 

A relative phase shift creates a 100 Hz harmonic in the DC network, which transfers to the 

AC side [25] and can be observed at PCC as the higher third harmonic current present in 

Fig. 6.7. If any mitigation measures are needed, they should focus on 3rd 5th and 7th 

harmonics, as they make the most significant contribution to the overall distortion. 
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Higher order current harmonics generated by the 3,6 kHz switching are shown in Fig. 6.9 

where sum total of currents between 2-9 kHz is below 0,7 % of the fundamental. 

 

 

Fig. 6.9, Current harmonics at switching frequency, SCR 20 

 

Comparison between different filter types was not conducted on the simulation setup, but 

the results suggest an LCL filter to be an effective way of mitigating higher order 

harmonics resulting from the high frequency switching. 

 

6.2.5 DC Voltage 

 

During grid side measurements, the DC bus voltage and power to the chargers was 

monitored at all times to ensure a proper charging operation. As cost-effective component 

sizing was not considered, the DC link capacitance was sized to keep the ripple voltage of 

DC bus within 10 %. The variation in grid strength did not have a significant magnifying 

effect on ripple amplitude as illustrated in Fig. 6.10. 
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Fig. 6.10, Amplitude of the voltage ripple at DC Bus 

 

The minimum DC bus voltage, based by Partanen et. al. [2] on dynamic stability and the 

ability to deliver steady three phase 400 VAC voltage to end users, is defined by maximum 

drop of 25 %. Figure 6.11 illustrates the progress of voltage drop in relation to percentual 

AC voltage drop measured from PCC. 

 

 

Fig. 6.11, Comparison of voltage drop at PCC and DC Bus 

 

6.3 Analysis of results 
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The general consensus in all research literature this thesis refers to is that VSC controlled 

LVDC system is a very robust method to be used as a supply for EV charging purposes. It 

is able to compensate the changes in supply voltage and provides stable DC voltage with 

little ripple which enables effective power transfer and is able to supply steady bus voltage 

even in scenarios with lower relative grid strength. This is concurrent with the 

measurements, where the voltage of the DC bus is shown to have better stability than AC 

voltage level at PCC, which meets the limits of its area of operation faster when coupled 

with decreasing relative grid strength. DC voltage ripple does not become an issue with 

grids of differing strength when large enough capacitance was applied to DC link. 

Consideration should be made on a charger control scheme that monitors the voltage level 

at the PCC and can adjust the input current to the battery to avoid degradation of AC 

voltage beyond allowable limits and to maintain the dynamic stability of the converter. 

 

With a generalized simulation model, the objective was not to find set operation boundaries 

for a specific LVDC topology, but rather to find indication where the decreasing of grid 

strength begins to compromise stability of the LVDC system or alternatively, exceed the 

AC standard limits at PCC. The recommendation is to test PV/Wind production and BESS 

system’s abilities to support voltage stability in weak grid conditions where the setup 

should aim for SCR values around 10-3, as this provides a more pronounced system 

response. 
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7 Fleet charging case study 

 

The simulation setup was altered to represent charging station with four 300 kW 

connections to a total charging station power of 1,2 MW. The model was run in a “worst 

case” scenario, where all chargers are connected and charging in constant current mode at 

the same time in bipolar LVDC system, with two chargers connected to each converter. 

An MV/LV transformer was added, and the SCR was fed on the primary side. The model 

layout and system parameters are seen in Table 7.1 Figure 7.1. 

 

Table 7.1, System parameters of fleet charging station 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.1, Layout of fleet charging station 

 

Connections of chargers 1 and 3 are to positive voltage rectifier (+750 V/N) and chargers 

2 and 4 to negative voltage rectifier (-750 V/N). The simulation is run by connecting the 

loads one by one to the DC bus and measuring the effects on both sides of the MV/LV 

transformer. Figure 7.2 illustrates the increase in the voltage drop as a result of decreasing 

SCR, when all four chargers are connected. 

 

Primary voltage [kV] 20,5

Secondary voltage [V] 530

Transfomer nominal power [MVA] 3

DC voltage [V] ±750

Grid frequency [Hz] 50

VSC Switching frequency [kHz] 3,6

Charger DC-DC switching frequency [kHz] 10

Grid SCR 57-3

Charging power [kW] 4x300
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Fig. 7.2, Graphic representation of voltage drop in fleet case compared to single charger 

system 

 

Studies suggest the number of chargers in a single station has an impact on power quality 

where THD increases according to number of EV connections, caused by the increasing 

amount of power electronics connected to the system [27]. Larger distortion places more 

stress on the grid as can be seen in Figure 7.2, where the voltage on PCC begins to degrade 

earlier on a multiple charger scenario compared to a single charger system. 

 

The harmonic content of the voltage at PCC of positive rectifier was extracted with FFT 

analyzer (Figure 7.3) 
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Fig. 7.3, Simulink voltage harmonics at SCR 5 

 

and the graphs derived from exported harmonic data from Simulink illustrate the peak 

values resulting from switching (Figure 7.4) as well as lower order harmonics (Figure 7.5). 

 

 

Fig. 7.4, Fundamental 50 Hz lower order voltage harmonics at SCR 5 
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Fig. 7.5, Voltage harmonics of the 3,6 kHz switching 

 

The peaks of 5th, 7th, 13th and 19th of lower order harmonics coincide with the 

measurements obtained at PCC from HIL simulation and the progression of THD between 

the systems can be seen in figure 7.6. 

 

 

Fig. 7.6, comparison of THD between different systems 

 

It should be noted that even when the overall distortion of multiple charger system appears 

as a slightly lower THD value on the AC side at PCC, the current components at harmonic 

frequencies do not contribute to the average power drawn from the grid [8]. 
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The distortion caused by larger number of components inside the LVDC system is leading 

to bigger losses which causes the converter draw more apparent power from the grid, 

inducing a bigger voltage drop at PCC as was seen in Figure 7.2. 

 

More detailed graphs of the simulation with an SCR of 5 are presented in the Appendix, 

where the effects of individual charger connections are visible. The system is able to hold 

the DC bus voltage within the -25 % limit at least until the point where grid voltage drops 

below the allowed range. The lowest examined SCR (5) also gives the highest average 

voltage THD values, but they are shown to stay well below the allowed limit of 8 %. The 

overload is not severe enough to cause sustained drops in frequency, but the load 

connection is observed to cause momentary frequency dips, which stay below 1 % on all 

simulations. If the frequency deviation were to become an issue, it would be possible to 

run a multistage current control of the charger to bring the current up gradually to reduce 

the effects it has at PCC. There was no marked voltage unbalance between line voltages 

or instability caused by unsymmetrical load between converters when compared to the 

single charger system. 

 

7.1 Comparison with common AC bus architecture 

 

Sharma, G., et. al. [27] have conducted a simulation-based research analysis of unipolar 

LVDC controlled with two-level VSC and common AC bus architectures for grid 

connected EV fast charging. It focuses on the differences of their power quality issues and 

compares the two systems at PCC on the grid side. It is in line with other referred research 

in a way that it doesn’t factor in the grid strength or make comparison between different 

SCR values. The architecture for DC system consists of 10 charging bays for saloon cars 

resulting in total station power of 1,18 MW. The power rating of the transformer is 

oversized to 2 MVA to ensure proper function. The common AC bus connects directly to 

Y-Delta transformer (PCC) through LC filter. It uses decentralized AC-DC conversion 

with a separate converter for each charger. Figure 7.1 shows the resulting phase-to-phase 

voltage waveforms for both systems in a fully loaded (10 EVs simultaneously) charging 

scenario. 
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Fig. 7.1, a: Input voltage of LVDC system, b: Input voltage of common AC system 

 

It can be seen that AC system contains much higher levels of distortion due to higher 

harmonic content, generated by the chargers. Closer FFT analysis shows the presence of 

high 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonics which increase the THD generated by AC bus chargers to 

over four times than the one generated by the LVDC system at 20,74 % and 4,74 % 

respectively. When compared to the average measured voltage THD obtained from the 

simulations in this thesis; 2,8 % from HIL emulator, 3,2 % in the unipolar system and 2,2 

% in the bipolar system, this can be considered as a comparable level against which the 

AC system can be assessed. The study also concludes, the Y-D configuration of the 

distribution transformer to be suitable solution as the basis of simulation results. 

Distortion of the signal degrades the system’s ability to supply required power for the 

chargers. To compensate, the AC system is shown to draw 40-50 % more current from the 

grid compared to the LVDC system, as can be seen in Fig. 7.2.  

 

 

Fig. 7.2, a: Input current of LVDC system, b: Input current of common AC bus system 
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The research results would indicate that in addition to producing more stable, higher 

quality power to the end user, LVDC is also significantly better solution from grid 

standpoint as it generates less current and voltage harmonics and provides a more stable 

dynamic state than equivalent AC system. AC system also places more stress on the grid 

by drawing significantly higher amounts of current to achieve the same charging power. 

From a component standpoint, the use of LVDC distribution to supply EV charging leads 

to a simpler system architecture as it introduces fewer transformation stages by using a 

single (or double) main converter opposed to CACB-system having a separate converter 

for each charger. This can be considered a cost-effective solution as it leads to smaller 

number of power electronic devices needed to implement the charging station. Simulations 

conducted in both studies also suggest a correlation between the number of chargers and 

the grid stress, caused by larger total losses resulting from bigger number of connected 

components. By providing better system efficiency, the LVDC also enables faster charging 

rates which introduces the possibility of using fewer individual chargers depending on the 

designed fleet behavior. This may prove to be an integral factor, especially in cases where 

the station is connected to a weak grid. 
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8 Conclusions and discussion 

 

If the public transportation undergoes electrification of its vehicles on a larger scale in the 

near future, with the fleet behavior relying in fast opportunity charging, it will inevitably 

lead to bigger overall stress on the electricity distribution network as well as chargers being 

placed in areas with weaker grid. Findings in this thesis support the notion of actively 

rectified LVDC being a strong alternative for consideration against traditional AC 

distribution for EV charging stations from grid power quality standpoint. While there exists 

some research of different converter control schemes specifically meant to be used in weak 

grid conditions [28], they are not conducted in the context of EV charging. More detailed 

modeling should be directed to the area where relative short circuit power of the grid 

decreases to the point that countermeasures need to be taken to ensure proper voltage level 

at the PCC. 

 

With the lack of corresponding studies affiliated with the power quality response to 

differing grid strength, the comparison of the results was done between two test methods 

used within this thesis. It was verified that the downscaled components in HIL environment 

provide a comparable response in voltage levels, frequency and THD to available short 

circuit power with software simulation. The objective was not to provide definite values 

where specific configuration of LVDC charging station would no longer function 

according to grid standards, but to offer a proof of concept for consideration and illustrate 

the points of interest for possible future research in regards of grid short circuit ratio. Direct 

comparison between unipolar and bipolar topologies was not conducted but a degradation 

of power quality between one and multiple chargers was observed. This was concurred in 

referred studies where the additional distortion and consequent losses was concluded to be 

a result from larger number of power electronics inside the system which then contributed 

to bigger currents being drawn from the grid. When unsupported by power generation in 

the LVDC side, a single charger system allowed the grid voltage to stay within limits until 

SCR values between 3-5, while with four chargers the limit was reached between 5-10. 

The model didn’t include the effects of transmission lines or strict economic sizing of the 

grid components which should be paralleled to budgeting constraints when designing an 

actual charging station. 
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8.1 Suggestions for further research 

 

The challenge in using downscaled hardware to simulate grid response of LVDC network 

is to determine an effective, controllable method to weaken the grid connection to 

comparable levels for proper representation of realistic charging scenario. The need of 

resorting to grid emulators is undesirable because it introduces an unnecessary level of 

simulated signals and should be avoided whenever possible, favoring direct connection to 

a utility grid. Investigation of other means apart from adding inductance to supply lines to 

bring the grid in proportion with downscaled models should be investigated for easier, 

more magnified, control of relative strength ratio. 

If a proper method to bring the SCR to levels of 2-15 can be devised, the TUAS emulator 

presents variety of interesting possibilities for future research. The emulator features an 

inbuilt BESS system and a DC power supply emulating PV energy production. These can 

be examined in conjunction or separately of each other as means of supporting a weak grid 

in maintaining sufficient power quality at the PCC with peak charging power of the station. 

For future benefit of data comparison between simulations and easy modification of the 

setup it should be up for consideration to always acquire detailed data about the 

components included in the HIL hardware and reproduce a corresponding Simulink model, 

complete with control converter schemes and models of connected emulators. 

If the intention is to simulate load dynamics of the charging station with full charging 

cycles of EVs, more focus should be placed on the DC-DC converters and dynamics of the 

chargers as they had a big impact on the overall response of the system that multiplies by 

the number of separate chargers. Detailed models with possible internal battery buffers 

could provide interesting data about upkeep of power quality in comparison to BESS 

systems connected directly to the DC bus. 

This thesis didn’t focus on distortion analysis beyond measuring THD and omitted FFT 

analysis of frequencies above 9 kHz and their contribution to the overall distortion. 

Analysis of HIL as a platform to study EMI emissions of power electronics at higher 

frequencies (9 kHz – 30 MHz), caused by 𝑑𝑣/𝑑𝑡 and 𝑑𝑖/𝑑𝑡 during switching and their 

response to changing grid conditions would provide an additional point of interest and 
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possibility to study the optimal compromises between system losses and lower order 

harmonics in the grid when designing an LVDC charging station. 
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Appendix – Fleet simulation measurements 

 

SCR 5 

Bus 1 and 3 connected to +750/N, chargers connecting at 2 and 6 seconds 

Bus 2 and 4 connected to -750/N, chargers connecting at 4 and 8 seconds 

 

Voltage and frequency at Positive voltage rectifier PCC: 

 

 

THD at positive voltage rectifier: 
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Voltage and frequency at transformer primary side: 

 

 

THD at transformer primary side: 

 


